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Stabilization by Chemical Treatment.
The condition of embankment soil may be improved by th<
addition of calcium chloride, sodium chloride, or a small proportioi
of bituminous material, to be used with suitably graded material
the granular particles create the condition for stability; Portlanc
cement may also be used with fine-grain soil, the proportion of th€
mixture to be determined by experiment. Bituminous stabilization
is in its early stages of development, but sufficient information is
available to say that a cold emulsion may be mixed by blading, after
which consolidation is effected.
natural drainage
It is of importance to ascertain the natural drainage of the land
across which a new road is to be laid down. A survey of existing
water-courses, culverts, and surface drains over a wide area should
be made in order to determine the best surface-levels and gradients
for the road.
On sloping ground in open districts numerous outlets for water
occur, and ample provision should be made for draining the flood-
waters from the upper side of the road.
An economical method of conveying flood- waters across a second-
ary highway, in the form of a concrete slab acting as a ford, is dealt
with in the chapter on Hill Roads.
In flat districts, difficulties are often presented by the com-
paratively high level of the water in the sluggish streams, which
necessitates a design of road levels well above the surrounding land.
Under the Land Drainage Act of 1930 Catchment Boards*
were formed and empowered to improve the land drainage over large
catchment areas- These Authorities carry out drainage improve-
ments and so relieve the flooding of highways, which often1 occur
with monotonous regularity.
Ditches adjacent to the road should be made as wide as possible,
* thus preventing undue rise of the water-level in rainy seasons.
It does not follow that water-courses with a high water-level always
transmit this level as subsoil water beneath the road ; for the walls
and bed of the water-course or ditch may have become sealed by a
Deposit of mud or fine material.
The .nature and variation of the climate haye a most important
feearoag upon the life, and,' consequently, upon the design of the road.
* Tfoefce Boards have been succeeded by the more comprehensive Rivers
Boards*	,

